ABSTRACT
I. INTRODUCTION
Photometric stereo was first proposed by Woodham [3] . There has been extensive theoretical and experimental treatment since then. However, in the presence of severe shadows, highlight, complex geometry and materials, photometric stereo is still a very difficult problem.
In this video, we address the dense photometric stereo by using the MRF model for surface normal estimation. Our approach not only infers the piecewise smooth normal field, but also preserves the underlying orientation discontinuities and reject noises due to highlight and shadows using a large number of measurements. A set of dense but inaccurate measurements is resampled to produce a dense and uniform set, which is translated into a reliable local evidence concerning the normal orientation of a pixel.
II. MRF MODEL FOR PHOTOMETRIC STEREO
First, a simple Lambertian model is used to obtain a rough estimate of the normal directions, which is translated into local evidence in the network. A Bayesian network is then constructed where hidden nodes receive initial messages derived from local evidences. These nodes communicate among each other by belief propagation to infer smooth structures, preserve discontinuities, and reject noises. At each iteration, new message at each node is computed by collecting messages from its neighborhood until it converages.
Message passing in traditional Belief Propagation for computing the MAP and MMSE estimates is slow and consumes a lot of memory if very high precision is required. A new and very fast tensor-based message passing scheme is used [2] , which not only allows for continuous normal estimation but also drastically reduces running time and memory requirement.
III. RESULTS
We present results on real data in the video. Two of them are shown in Fig. 1 . The surfaces shown in this section is obtained by using [1] .
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